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LAUNCESTON HASH HOUSE HARRIERS
Warning - This Publication
may contain some TRUTH

A DRINKING CLUB WITH
A RUNNING PROBLEM

RUN No 2179 Flinty Creek Devon Hills Hare: Dunnoim

One hump, the dependable Hash Scribe
More
TITALATING READING
Run report for run No. 2179 Flinty Creek
Devon Hills
Hare Dunnoim.
AFL Grand Final Run
Weather, perfect would be the only way
to describe it 20 degrees in
the shade.
Dunnoim calls ON ON it is
12:30, I have set a point to
point run, there is a drink
stop at the half way point. A
photo of the drink stop is
posted on the wall of the
trailer. Dunnoim gives the
last instruction climb over
the back fence near the pile
of rocks. One Hump leads

the pack out for the first 50 metres and rests
while the pack climbs the fence. The trail follows on the train line for about two kilometres,
Bendover is amazed at the amount of road kill
on the train line will it be Flinty Creek road kill
for the raffle next week ?? or the usual Waterhouse variety. The
pack finally arrives at
the drink stop at 6
Samclay Court where
we find an esky full of
ice cold Boags. The esky is soon emptied and
the pack back tracks
down the train line to
Flinty Creek

Pash if you have to skull
again we will fill up the
grail Cyril is holding. [The
Eagles did not want it ]
That will slow you down

The AFL is over and done
with for another year. I
can only hope next years
Grand Final is a bit closer,
makes it more interesting
to watch

Raffle:
Bottle Black Douglas: Rickshaw.
Mystery prizes { Abbas unwanted winnings}
Bendover another torch this is the fourth time it has been raffled I am
sure it will be back in coming weeks.
Blakey a cricket book { what would Abba the Swede want a cricket
book for.}
Daffy Geelong football video.
Electric Eric, Inlet and One Hump won more of Abbas unwanted crap.

Tipping Results:
Goblet & Sheila equal first
Two Bob second
Abba and Bugsy equal third
Hash Pash the wooden spoon

Skulls:
Half time arrives, Bendover rings the bell, skulling time
and Dunnoim will be announcing the tipping winners.
The Tipping winners are the first to Skull, Goblet, Sheila, Two Bob, Abba , Bugsy and Hash Pash {skull number
one}
Hash Pash for receiving a present from Boong after he
returned from his ten week walkabout. {skull number
two}
Hash Pash plugging his caravan power cord into the
trailer power point. The trailer was not connected to
the power {skull number three}.
Dunnoim setting the run and organising the Footy Tipping and todays event.
Hash Pash not wearing his Man Kini that was given to him by Boong
{Skull number four}
Phone on the Run Electric Eric.
Hash Pash connecting a broken Set top Box {Skull number five}
Rickshaw Birthday boy.
Electric Eric lost property left his mobile phone at Bugsy’s last week.
Hash Pash giving him a 500 badge 50 runs early. Pash was counting up
his runs it went something like this 457, 458, 459, 500 { skull number
six}. Pash soon disappears out the back for a spew.
One Hump a returned runner.
The last to skull is Jenny, Electric Eric shows her how it is done.

ON ON:
The TV & electronics Gurus Pash, Dunnoim and Two
Bob are in panic mode with the grand final only
minutes away. The big screen projector has been set
up all channels are coming in perfect except Southern
Cross the only thing on the screen is “No Signal”. Yes
the AFL is on Southern Cross. Will we be listening to
the coverage on the ABC radio. Bugsy says that will be
better than listening to Bruce Macaveny saying
“clever” over and over again. Goblet looks at the set
top box and says thats the one you got out of the rubbish bin at the Metz two years ago. Dunnoim finds
another set top box and Southern cross is finally on
the big screen. The double garage has been cleaned
out and seats, tables and pews have been set up for
the comfort of the troops. As soon as the pack returns
the traditional boxes of cheezels are opened. Rickshaw
has a front row seat and has bought a new beer mug
for the day. The mug comes with a bike bell attached
to the handle, every time his mug is empty the bell is
rung and someone fills it up so he doesn't miss a second of his beloved Eagles get a thrashing. Dunnoim
and his partner Jenny have been busy over the last
couple of days preparing for the run, there is an endless supply of food, saveloys, pies, sausage rolls, chicken wings, and cheezels. Dunnoim has also organised
means of extracting hard earned cash from the
Hashers, there are first goal draws in each quarter
which turns into a fiasco as Dunnoim left several players name out of the draw. Abba has also organised a
free raffle with several prizes, most of which are unwanted prizes he has won over the last couple of
years. The beer is pouring to perfection, the weather is
perfect as is the venue, the only thing that has detracted from the day is the crap effort shown by the West
Coast Eagles even Richshaw has taken his West Coast
uniform off. The footy is over more food keeps appearing on the table, Rickshaws mug keeps getting
filled up as he rings the bell. Dunnoim says it is getting
cold and lights the fire pot which turns into a disaster,
15 litres of diesel later and the fire is finally up and
away. The last to leave Boong and One Hump pull up
stumps when Avril picks them up at about 9.00 Pm.

Scary’s stolen bike
is seeing more of
the world than him
and Tight Spot

